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ABSTRACT

THE SALVATION ARMY:
A STUDY OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND TYPE

Susan Spreiter Gotzman

May 11, 1998

This study of The Salvation Army examined the relationship between the
organizational character type and management style related to models of communication
and decision making. The research statement of this study on the organieational character
type of The Salvation Army indicares its capacity to involve personnel in communication
and decision making processes. Carl Jung's psychologioal type theory provides the
theoretical framework. Jung's theory explains human behavior in terms of individual
preferences for acquiring information and making decisions. The Organizational
Character Index, a Jungian typing instrument adapted to an organizational context, is
used to determine the organizational character type. A sample of convenience, using three
sampling units of the 107 Salvation Army officers, employee managers, and other
employees provided quantitative data for the study. Qualitative data was collected
through interviews with nine key informants consisting of three individuals from each of
the sampling units. Findings indicated that The Salvation Army carries out its work
internally with a strong sense of mission. The communication patterns and decision
making occurs through a hierarchical system that often appears hidden. Other findings
suggest strengths which enhance overall efficiency of the organization. A study of
organizational culture and character type is important to social work because both clients
and practitioners are affected by the values inherent in the organization.
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Chapter One

Introduction

0verview
Differences between organizations are often attributed to their organizational

culture. An organization's culture

is most often defined as the unconscious assumptions,

values and beliefs within an organization that effect the way that the business is

accomplished. The assumptions begin with the founder and are sustained by future
leadership and employees or members. (Schein, 1983) Acceptable behaviors within an

organization are stipulated by the culture and manifest thernselves through symbols,
language and shared meanings. There have been numerous tools developed to explain and
measure organizational culture. Most have been subjective aftempts to interpret the

words, actions, and temperament of those within organizations. (Bridges, 1992) In a
further attempt to explain why organizations behave the way they do, an approach has
been developed which measures an organization's personality/character type.

lntroduction to the Research Problem
Organizations acquire a collective personality or character type as an element

of

their culture. The organizational type affects all aspects of its cultural development and
relationships. Carl Jung's theory of personality, or psychological type, has been utilized in
recent years to understand organizations in the silme way that it has been used by many

2

organizations to understand its individual members. Jung developed the framework

of

personality type as a way to understand human behavior. Most simply explained, it
distinguishes whether individuals are attuned to the outer world or inner world, how they

take in information and what type of information they especially pay attention to, and how
they make decisions. (Myers & Kirby, 1994)

An organization's life cycle must be considered when ascertaining its organizational

type. The aspest of what is needed when an organization first comes into existence may
differ from what is needed later as it becomes stabilized, develops structures and routine.
For instance, when an organization is first formed there is a need for extroverted behavior,
externally reaching out to establish itself. Later it may become more introverted as it
internalizes its processes to stabilize the organization. It is with this background that the
organizational type of The Salvation Army will be reviewed in relation to its current stage

of its organizational life cycle.

Purpose of the Study

To examine what is working in an organization, and what isn't, one needs to look
at how

it develops and cultivates relationships within the organizational context. (Barger

& Kirby, 1995) Two critical considerations of how these organizational relationships

are

manifested are the processes used to communicate with its employees/members and the
process used to make decisions.

Context of the Research Study
The organization to be researched in this study is The Salvation Army. The
charitable and religious organization was founded in London in 1865 by William and

Catherine Booth. William Booth was a former Wesleyan minister who believed that the
Christian church at that time was not adequately ministering to the disadvantaged. As a
result he took his social gospel to the street to meet the physical, spiritual and emotional
needs of those in need. By the mid I 890's The Salvation Army had expanded to other

parts of the world, including the United States.
There are several organizational issues facing The Salvation

Army It was formed

in a paramilitary fashion by William Booth and retains its military, hierarchical structure to
this day. The organization's culture is rich with symbolism, shared meaning, values and

beliefs. In the early days of the organization those who provided religious and social
services were members of The Salvation Army. As the organization grew it became
necessary to hire professional employees from outside of its membership to meet the

complex needs of people receiving services and the requirements of licensing agents.

Currently, there are over 30,000 individuals who are employed by the organization
nationally, mmy of whom are not members of the organization's religious body.
Several subgroups exist within the organization in a work context: officers,
employee managers, and other employees. The subgroup most often responsible

for

making decisions about personnel, policy and program changes is the officer subgroup,
because they are appointed by the organization

to positions of authority. This structural

component impacts the culture and how business is accomplished, and how other

4
subgroups

fit into the overall organizational stnrcture.

lmplications for Social lVork
The study of organizational culture and type is important to the field of social

work.

Social workers operate within the context of organizations and are impacted

personally and professionally by the context of their work environment. Clients are
affected by the organizational culture of the organization as well, because they are
impacted by policies and the degree to which they are asked to express their feedback on
the services and service delivery system of the organization. In addition, the
organizational values and relationships affect services and the outside networks to whom
they may be referred. One function of the social worker's role in an organization is to
assist in understanding the connection between an organization's relationship with its
employees and its overall effectiveness.

Summary
The study of the Salvation Army's organizational culture and character type is the
basis of this research study. Organizational culture and character type

will be examined

generally through the literature review, followed by a historical perspective of The
Salvation Army, The purpose ofthe study is to examine the relationships of the
organization and its personnel, examining its strengths and limitations, and making
suggestions for increasing effectiveness of communication and decision making practices.

Information was collected through the use of an organizational survey and interviews,

5

providing the quantitative and qualitative data needed to affirm the strengths of the
organization and address opportunities for increasing effectiveness.
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Chapter Two

Literature Review

Overryiew
Research conducted in the area of organizational culture has been examined, as

well as the more recent study of organizational character type, a distinct personality of

a

given organization. Throughout this review of literature organizational culture will be
defined, the theoretical framework and methodology discussed, elements of type within
the culture and resulting impacts considered.

In the context of examining the organizational culture and character type of The
Salvation Army it is imperative to give a historical overview of the organization.

Literature gives a historical perspective of events, from the inception of the organization
to the present, its organizational life, and the role of the founder in shaping culture and
character type

Literature Review
Organizational Culture
The review of literature indicates that organizational culture is most often defined
as a pattern of underlying basic assumptions that have been developed

within an

organization to deal with problems of external adaptation or internal integration - a pattern

of predetermined assumptions that have worked well enough to be taught to new members
as the way

to thinlq perceive and act in relation to their work. (Shafritz & Ott, 1992) The
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behaviors within organizations are determined by the culture, and manifest themselves

through visible symbols, language, ffid shared meanings (Schein, 1983 & Denison, 1996).
Organizational culture concerns itself with the aspects of organizational life having to do

with beliefs and expectations. (Bowditch & Buono, 1997)
The study of organrzational culture is relatively new within the study

of

organieational theory. One ofthe first studies to be conducted was that of Theory Y,
where the historic view of the worker was challenged. (McGregor, 1960) From this
study about individuals in the workplace began to emerge interest in the attributes of the

workplace itself. It was from this point that the term "culture" began to be used to assess
the dynamics within organizations.
Organizational culture theory was a departure from the mainlined school of thought

in the area of organization theory. It challenged the views of the modern structural theory
and the qystems approach. In the late 1950's the concept of environment and the relationship

to organizational structure and design was a dominant theme in organizational studies.
Environment is defined as the factors outside of the organization that influence its
structure, goals and effectiveness. According to Bedeian and Zammuto (1991) the

cultural element is one of the areas that comprise the environment in which an
organization functions. It is within this cultural component that perceptions about
leadership, authority and relationships between organizations and their employees are

defined. (Schein, 1983) Begrnning in the early 1960's and continuing into the early 1970's
literature was written that dealt with the socialization process of members in organizations
and how they were impacted by

it, It was then in the late 1970's that literature began to

8

appear that looked beyond the socialization of employees, or members, to address how

organizations are formed and changed, and the impact on leadership.
Elements, or characteristics of an organization's culture are varied depending on
the focus of particular research studies. Overall, there is agreement that organizations
develop a culture based on the paradigm of the founder that they bring to the newly
formed group. (Schein, 1983) It is the values and beliefs of the founder that are taught to
new members as they work to meet the needs of the newly formed organization.
Eventually the paradigm becomes an unchallenged assumption that is viewed as merely the
way that things are done. A common language, how things are cofilmunicated between
the organization and its employees, symbols and traditions become important
characteristics of the culture. Organizational socialization occurs and is defined as "the
process through which an individual comes to understand the values, abilities, expected

behaviors, and social knowledge that are essential for assuming an organizational role and

for participating as Eur organizational member." (Chatman, 1989, p. 3a5) The notions and
implications about power, status, consensuses on ideology, rewards and punishments are
all aspects which become uniquely that of the organization's culture. (Schein, 1983)
These aspects are often difficult to modify and change because they are not normally

thought about on a conscious level.
There has been a longstanding debate over the use of quantitative vs. qualitative
research methods in measuring an organization's
and

culture. This is addressed by Reynierse

Harker (1986) who stated that organizational culture cannot be managed unless it

can be measured.

In

response to this issue they developed the Organizational Dynamic

9

Instrument for measuring culture quantitatively. Walker, Symon and Davies ( 1996)
endorse the use of the Corporate Culture Questionnaire (CCQ), which uses a 126'
statement questionnaire, rated on a Likert 5 point scale. This is a qualitative instrument,

in the sense that it does not restrict the responses, but the questions are easily tabulated.
Some researchers now use both quantitative and qualitative methods to measure the

culture within an organization. Ethnography is one such qualitative method used by
researchers to interview respondents who tell their

story.

Researchers are now applying

survey methods to compare various dimensions of organizational culture. (Denison, 1996)
One such survey method is the Orgarizational Character Index (Bridges

, 1992) which will

be discussed later as the instrument used in this research study.

Organizational Character Type
Dissimilarities among organizations reflect the differences observed in individuals.
Each organization has a distinct preference for how it takes in and disseminates

information, as well as the way it relates to employees and the outside world. It has been
said that

"An organization's character is like the grain in a piece of wood. There is
no such thing as good or bad grain, but some kinds of grain can take great
pressure, other kinds can withstand bending and shearing forces, and still

others are lovely and take a fine polish. Some are too soft or hard, too

light or heavy for a particular purpose, but each a purpose for which is well
fitted." (Bridges, 1992, p.l)
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The type or character of an organization is an integrated aspect ofthe organizational

culture, and it is distinctly the personality of the organization.
Jung's personality theory has been adapted and applied to organizational typing.

As previously stated, Jung developed the framework of personality type as one way to
understand human behavior.

It

distinguishes whether individuals are attuned to the outer

world or inner world, how they take in information and what type of information they
especially pay attention to, and how they make decisions. (Myers

& Kirby, 1994) Using

Jung's theory of personality, Isabel Briggs Myers and Katharine Briggs devised the

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MtsTI) to help individuals understand their own personality
type.
The Organizational Character Index is used to nreasure an organization's type,
much the same as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator measures the personality type

of

individuals. (Bridges, 1996) Organizations vary from individuals in numerous ways and

it can be debated whether or not "t1pe"

can be determined and measured in the same

manner. Bridges (1996) contends that measuring organizational character type is a "more
reliable and readily identifiable concept" than evaluating the elements of an organization's
culture to indicate why organizations behave like they do.

Person-Organization Fit
Both organizational sulture and character type play an important role in how an
individual fits into an organization. Meglino ( 1989) found that there is a correlation
between the values of an employee and how closelythey match those ofthe organization.

ll
This in turn impacts the satisfaction of the employee, their commitment and longevity with
the organization. (Meglino, 1989; O'Reilly, Chatman,

& Caldwell, l99l) While the

person-organization fit is determined by the congruence of values there is also the
personality of the organization and the employee to consider.

A research study involving another organization, the Fairborn Fire Department,
concluded that the organizational culture demonstrated areas of weakness that impacted
its employees. The conclusions of the study were drawn from historic and descriptive

methodology and indicated the following weaknesses: a). lack ofjob reward and
recognition ofthe employees; b). lack of structure and organization ofwork; c). lack

of

leadership and teamwork; d). lack of support toward co-workers; and e). lack of group

functioning. This study and those related to person - organization congruence indicates
that employees place vaJue on the areas that have to do with relationships and
communication with those with whom they work and those aspects that help them more

effectively complete their work. The strength of the study is that it provides a baseline for
future measurement of the cultural impact on the employees. A strength within this
particular organization was indicated by its willingness to participate in the study and
make changes based on the recorrmendations given. (Harlow, 199,t),

A Historical View of The Salvation Army
To bring a perspective to the organizational culture of The Salvation Army, it is
important to understand the context in which the organization began and developed
William and Catherine Booth, the cofounder of The Salvation Army, reacted to the

fiugshurg ffclfiege L]trr;rry

t2
climate toward the poor in the mid nineteenth century in England, the country where they

resided. From a religious perspective the English population had begun to lose interest in
the Church of England. The Church was not involved with the people and it was felt by
some that church leaders were ignorant and indiffterent. There was an evangelical

movement that began to stir interest in some of the people, drawing them back into

chursh. The Congregationalists, Wesleyans, Baptists and Quakers had

a

following.

Several sects developed out of the Church of England, such as the Clapham Sect.

(Halliday, 1980) Most of the church goers were from middle class backgrounds. The
churches charged "pew rent" to help pay their clergyman. Many people could not afford

to pay the "pew rent" and felt inferior coming into the church for this reason. Some of the
churches, many of them Anglican, became "free churches" and they did not charge the

rent to people for a place to sit during church services. The Roman Catholic Church was
the only denomination at that time who was not associated with a certain social class.

Many of their members were poor Irish immigrants. They were the only church with large
numbers of the working class who regularly attended services.

In the mid 1800's some clergy began working in the slum areas. W.W.
Champney's, the rector of Whitechapel, began ragged schools, a refuge, an industrial
home for boys, and began three new churches. Frederick Denison Maurice, a Christian

Socialist, attacked evangelical Christianity and promoted the existence of the social order
when working with the destitute. Even though many churches were working with the

poor, they failed to "reach" the poor, laboring class. It was this failure that inspired
William and Catherine Booth to found The Salvation Army. (Booth, 1890)
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William Booth, a Wesleyan eircuit preacher became disillusioned with the lack
success the church was having in reaching the

of

poor. He was raised in industrial

Nottingham and his father died when he was fourteen years old. As the only surviving
son, he went to work to support his mother and sisters by becoming an apprentice to a

pawnbroker. As an adult he felt that only by going into the poor areas and becoming like
the poor could he reach them. In I865 he and Catherine began the "Christian Mission to
the Heathen of our own Country." They held tent meetings and it was not long before
they became well known throughout England for their unusual ministry to the poor.
(Sandal, 1947)

William Booth spoke out about the conditions in which people were living. He
gave the illustration of the Cab Horse's Charter. He said that the horses that pull the cabs

were better offthan the laborers of London. The charter said that when a horse falls

down, someone helps him up, and while the horse was alive he was assured food, shelter
and

work

That was far better than what many humans experienced at that time. He

spoke about the "submerged tenth" of the English population "whose lives are
characterized by poverty, homelessness, drunkenness, vice, prostitution and any number

of

circumstances which keep people from the security of work, income, home, family or

safety." (Booth, 1890, p.26)
Though he oversawthe operation of soup kitchens from 1870

-

1874, William

Booth's initial and foremost emphasis was on reaching the lost with the gospel of Jesus
Christ. It was later that his followers urged him to not only preach

a message

of personal

salvation but also that of social salvation. The phrase "soup, soap and salvation" is well

t4
known throughout the ranks of The Salvation Army today. It refers to the dual mission of
personal and social salvation.
The actual social work of The Salvation Army began in Melbourne' Australia in
1883 with the establishment of a half way home for released prisoners. The next year, in
1884 in England, a rescue home for prostitutes was established at Hanbury Street in

Whitechapel. From 1884 - 1885 William and Catherine Booth became involved with the
issue of the white slave trade and prostitution. Through their influence and the help

of

others they were successful in raising the age of consent for girls from thirteen to sixteen
years of age under the Criminal Law Amendment Act

of 1885. (Green, 1986)

The Salvation Army continued its work in England and expanded throughout the

w-orld. The work was a practical one, putting the religious message of God's love into
practical works. The social work aspect of The Salvation Army became The Salvation

Army Reform Wing. All progrtrms of the social reform *ing were focused upon providing
employment for individuals, helping them to become self-supporting and productive
citizens.

William Booth credited the authoritarian structure ofthe organization as one of the
"secrets of its success." (Green, 1986, p. 55) He became the General of The Salvation

Army, working with other leaders called officers. Those involved in the movement were
the soldiers, carrying out the battle for souls.
The Salvation Army's work ctrme to the United States initially in 1870, but was
unsuccessful in establishing itself here. In March 1880 a group of eight uniformed officers
and soldiers came from London to begin a work in New

York City. They were led by

l5
Commissioner George Scott Railton. They worked with the disadvantaged in New York

City, holding religious meetings in a theater, because the City of New York would not
allow them to hold outdoor meetings. Railton moved to Philadelphia in late March

of

1880, where a Salvation Army family, the Shirl€y's, had already begunthe work of The

Salvation Army there. He then moved to St. Louis where he was faced with resistence

from the city to conduct outdoor meetings. In protest he held meetings on the ice of the

Illinois side of the Mississippi River. (Chesham, 1965)
Railton was replaced by Major Thomas Moore. Moore caused a rift with General
Booth by becoming a naturalized citizen of The United Sates and incorporated the
organization in t 884 under his own name. In response to that action General Booth sent

Major Frank Smith to replace Moore in that same year. Smith complied with Booth in his
desire to keep the organization in this country an internationally controlled one. During

this time the organization expanded throughout the east and west coasts. There were
those who remained loyal to Major Moore and the national headquarters in Brooklyn, as
opposed to the

"world wide" organization led by Major Smith. Later General Booth

replaced Major Smith with his son and daughter-in-law, Ballington and Maud Booth.

They were instrumental in bringing the Moore faction back into the organization, as well
as beginning many social service programs in the

New York area and other places. When

General Booth ordered them back to England they refused, and left The Salvation Army
and founded what would become the Volunteers of America. They were replaced by

Frederick St. Creorge de Lautour Booth-Tucker and his wife, Emma who was a daughter
of General Booth. Under their leadership the organization conducted the work of The
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Salvation Army among the American troops during the years of the Spanish American

War, and were instrumental in incorporating the organization inNew York State in 1899.
Booth-Tucker lectured a great deal about the social service work of the organization. The
Salvation Army was involved in temperance work and developing agricultural colonies

for city dwellers living in poverty. (Chesham, 1965)

In 1904, the next cofirmander appointed was Evangeline Booth, another of General
Booth's daughters. She led The Salvation Army to become involved with war related
activities including bandage preparation, canteen services and spiritual senrices to the

soldiers. This work improved the popularity of The Salvation Army and their fund-raising
effiorts.

Until

1930 there were four U.S. territories that reported directly to the

international headquarters in London, England. On May 18, 1930 The Salvation Army
opened its national headquarters in New York City, thus becoming a national

organization.
Since the 1930's The Salvation Army's social service work has expanded in the
areas of emergency and disaster services. This was especially beneficial during the Great

Depression when many families benefitted from their help. Following World War

II The

Salvation Army increased its professionalism in its social service programs. As these
services were developed, the need increased for coordination of services and policies on

the territorial level, and a structure was created to meet that

need. By 1955, each of the

territories had developed departments to coordinate programs for men, women, and

children. Nationally there were professional standards created for trained workers in the
Erea

of child welfare. Through the leadership of Lt. Colonel Jane Wrieden and Colonel
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Mary Verner, the organization became a national leader in social serices, actively
participating in national organizations on social welfare. As the social needs changed the
organization demonstrated flexibility by changing services. This was the case in the 1970's
when homes for unwed mothers were not being utilized as much as previously. The
organization gave each institution the freedom to determine what function it would serve

to meet emerging needs. Such was the case with Booth Brown House in Saint Paul,
Minnesota, formerly a hospital and home for unwed mothers. The program emerged in
the early 1970's as a shelter and treatment program for adolescents.
That brings us to the present day Salvation Army, whose national headquarters is

now located in Alexandria, Virginia. Each territory provides a College for Officers
Training to train cadets to become future leaders. Leadership is given to the divisions

within their jurisdiction by the Territorial Commander. Each division is responsible
through its Divisional Commander and governing board of officers to provide leadership

to the corps and other progrirms within their boundaries. Corps and sommunity center
programs are most often led by the corps offiser. Social service programs are often
staffed by employed professional directors, supenrisors and other staff. Volunteers

continue to be an integral part of the services the organization provides the communities in

which it resides.
The current day Salvation Army wrestles with the dilemma of its dual ministry.
The organization is known to most for the professional social service programs it offers,

while the denominational aspect of the organization is seeking to be recognized and grow
in membership. The Salvation Army's mission statement whish follows was revised in

l8
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and indicates that

it is motivated by the love of God to meet both spiritual and social

needs.

"The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelical part of
the universal Christian

church. Its

message is based on the

Bible. Its

ministry is motivated by the love of God. Its mission is to preach the
gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs in His name without

discrimination." (The Salvation Army, 1991)

Summary
Literature reflecting the theoretical framework and research of organizational
culture varies greatly. There is a broad range of information encompassing the
organizational experience. Clearly however, the study of both organizational culture and
organizational character type is relevant to how effective organizations are in how they
relate to their employees and customers/clients. Underlyrng the characteristics of the

culture and character type are the assumptions which have evolved as a result of a founder
or leader's paradigm about life, how communication occurs, and how problems are
approached and solved, and how decisions are made. The study of organizational
character type indicates that "assumptions" may also be collective type preferences of how
an organization chooses to do its business. The impact of The Salvation Army's founder

on the organizational culture and evolrring character tlpe is evident. The organization's

paramilitary structure continues to provide a tradition for the manner in which
communication is handled and decisions are made.
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Chapter Three
Theoretical Framework and Research Design

Overview
The Salvation Army was chosen as the organization to be studied for its
organizational character

type. Character tlpe as one element of the organizational culture

is a relatively new area of study. It draws upon Carl Jung's theoretical framework

of

personality type theory, adapted to an organizationa! context. Data was collected using

both quantitative and qualitative methods to determine the character type of the Salvation
Army

Research Statement
The research statement of the study is as follows: The organizational character
type

of

The Salvation Army indicates i/s capacity to involve its personnel

in the

organization's comrnunicstion frnd decision making processes. The variables in this
study are the organizational character type, and involvement of personnel in
communication and decision making processes. These variables are used in conjunction

with the Organizational Character Index to explore the impact of the organization's
character type on personnel. The assumption of this study is that the organizational
character type, as determined by the majority of survey participants, will be introverted,
sensing, thinking and judging (ISTJ).
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Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework

ofthis study is drawn from Carl Jung's psychologicat

type theory, adapted to an organizational context. The premise of this theory distinguishes
whether individuals are attuned to the inner or outer world, how they take in information,
what type of information they especially pay attention to, and how they make decisions.
The Organizational Character Index is a tool devised to measure the character type

of

organizations using the same theory. The tool types organizations in a manner that is
similar to how the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator type$ the personality of individuals.

Although individuals are living organisms and organizations are not, this tool nonetheless
provides us with a measurement that accurately measures the personality type of an
organization.

Research Design
Research Samole

A survey

research design (Rubin

& Babbie, 1997) was used to study Salvation

Army officers and employees from the Northern Division (Minnesota and North Dakota).
This sample type was chosen due to the inability to obtain a complete employee list from
which to do a random sample. The Salvation Army's Divisional payroll department has
access

to all divisional employee records except for the Harbor Light Center and Booth

Brown House, both large institutional settings. An employee list was obtained for all
locations except for the Harbor Light and Booth Brown House through ADP, the
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contracted payroll company. The other two locations were contacted for the number
employees they

employ.

Surveys were sent to

4l

of

officers and 585 employees along with

a cover letter, explaining the purpose of the study and requesting their voluntary

participation in the study. Confidentiality and anonymity were addressed. Upon receiving
the completed surveys, the population was divided into three sampling units, or
subgroups: officers, employees in management roles (managers), and all other employees.
Participants employed by the organization for at least two years were selected to remain in

the study, i.8., those employees who have been adequately exposed to the culture of the
organization and have demonstrated a commitment to working within its cultural
parameters. The three sampling units or subgroups include individuals representing a

variety of ages, genders, raciaUethnic backgrounds, family history with the organization
and educational backgrounds. Of the 156 individuals who responded by returning their

surveys, 107 participants (68%) were chosen to participate.

Research Instrument

The Organizational Character Index, a tool developed by William Bridges to
measure organizational type, was used in this study. Character type includes preferences

from four categories: introversion - extroversion (the source of the organization's
energy), sensing - intuition (how the organization takes in information), thinking - feeling

(how the organization makes decisions), and judgrng - perceiving (how the organization
orients toward the outside world). (Employers Association, Inc. & Leigh Bailey &
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Associates, Inc., 1996) It is currently the best tool available for inventorying the
character-related qualities of an organization. The tool has not yet been statistically
vatidated, and more studies are needed to determine it's validity and reliability. Bridges
makes several suggestions for utilizing the tool effectively: a). Make efforts to be sure that

the participants answering the questions understand them,

b). Participants

are

to answer

the questions in terms of their actual experiences, rather than their ideals, c). Participants'

individual experiences in the organization may present a bias, so a number of surveys
should be taken into account, as well as group follow-up discussions,

d). Participants

should answer the questions with their initial thoughts, and e). No questions should be left
unanswered. (Bridges, 1992)
The Organizational Character Index was revised slightly to fit the organizational
vocabulary of The Salvation

Army. Twelve key informants

assisted in the revision of the

tool to fit The Salvation Army's organizational context. A certified Myers-Briggs
consultant was conferred with to ensure that revisions were consistent with the intent

of

the original instrument. The key informants pretested the tool prior to its broader use with
the subjects in the sampling frame, establishing face validity. Using the adapted tool, the
study will be able to be replicated in other Salvation Army settings. The Organizational
Character Index is a quantitative tool that measures the type preferences within the
organization using a four-point scale for answering each question. It is therefore
necessary for the participants to answer the questions on one side of the scale or the other.
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Limitations
The study using Salvation Army personnel had three limitations: I ) All personnel
were invited to participate in the study, but some were not able to adequately complete it
due to limited exposure to the decision making processes within the organization. Several

of the employees made notations to that effect when they returned blank surveys. Those
employees are not directly involved in making the decisions which impact how they

complete their jobs, and may perceive that their positions involve following the rules,
policies and procedures formulated by others. 2). Not all personnel in the Northern

Division were included in the study because those employed at the Adult Rehabilitation
Center in Minneapolis are within the jurisdiction of the Territorial Adult Rehabilitation
Command in Des Plaines, Illinois, rather than the Northern Divisional Headquarters.
3). Lastly, the results ofthe survey should be reviewed in consideration of other
knowledge known about the organization. The information in the study represents the
organization at one point in time. This information, taken out of context or used to
generalize data by character type, is a potential limitation of the study.

Data Collection
Taking into account the hierarchical nature of the organization, there were several
steps taken

to obtain acce$s to the sampling frame. Permission to use human subjects

from the employee base of the organization was granted by Lt. Colonel David Grindle,
Divisional Commander of The Salvation Army's Northern Division. The Institutional
Review Board approved the request to use human subjects in the study following Lt.
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Colonel Grindle's written approval. The contracted payroll company provided a list

of

employee name labels for all locations except for the Harbor Light Multi-Service Center
and Booth Brown House. Those locations were contacted separately to determine the

correct number of employees at each site. Each of the officers, directors or office
managers of the 32 locations were contacted by phone informing them

ofthe study,

asking them to distribute the surveys to their employees, and encouraging their voluntary
participation.

A cover letter was sent to all personnel with the surveys, explaining the purpose of
the study, insuring confidentiality and anonymity, and requesting their voluntary

participation. By returning the surveys in the attached addressed envelope they indicated
their participation and informed consent. Surveys were returned by participants in
enclosed, stamped envelopes, to a post office box at Augsburg College.

To collect qualitative data to augment the quantitative data from the surveys, nine
key informants from the three sampling units were interviewed to gather further

information about the organizational life of The Salvation Army. An interview guide was
used, to gather qualitative data. Consultation with the Myers-Briggs consultant was made

in determining the appropriate questions. The nine participants had several characteristics
in common: all are involved in a role where they understand the communication and
decision making processes in the organization, all have been involved either as officers,
employees or members of the organization for at least two years, and all have a longevity

of service indicating their commitment to organizational values. They represent various
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offices and services in the organization: corps, social services, residential and treatment
programs, and Divisional Headquarters/Area Command - and serve a cross-sestion

of

customers/clients such as families, senior citizens, childrerL youth, and those in emergency
and crisis situations.

Data Analysis
Upon the return

of the surveys by the participants,

there was an analysis of the

findings using an ordinaUinterval scale, typing the organization according to the results
given by the Organizational Character

Index. The scores indicated what character type

was assigned to the organization by those who completed the survey, indicating the
percentage of employees who specified that the organization's preferences of extroversion

or introversion, sensing or intuition, thinking or feeling, and judging or perceiving.
Demographic information was tabulated to determine if the character type could be linked

to data such as age, gender, race, a longevity of service, family history with The Salvation
Army,

as

well as other considerations. As previously stated, a discussion guide was

utilized to gather qualitative data from those who were interviewed.

Summary

It was projected that the participants would collectively determine that The
Salvation Army has qualities which can be defined or

typed. Those characteristics will be

further defined and discussed in terms of how they impact the involvement of Salvation

Army personnel in the areas of organizational communication and decision making. The
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results of the study will be discussed in the next chapter
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Chapter Four
Research Findings

Overview
Chapter four contains the findings of the study which include:

l). Demographic

information describing the sample, 2). Results of the quantitative data from the
Organizational Character Index, 3). Demographic information describing the interview
participants, and 4), Results of the quantitative data from the interviews.

Demographic Information of the Survey Participants
Of the 626 surveys sent out, 156 were returned. Of those, 107 respondents were
chosen as participants of the study. The participants have been employed by The

Salvation Army for a minimum of two years. The participants included: 27 officers
(ordained Salvation Army clergy), 38 managers (employed personnel who are program
directors or supervisors), and 42 employees (all other employed personnel). The

following information is given about the sample by subgroup, in nine areas. by program,
participants involved in management activities, a longevity of service, age, gender,
race/ethnic groups, educational background of the participants and their parents, and

family history within The Salvation Army
Table 4.1 provides a breakdown of the participants by the programs in which they

work.

Officers are appointed by the organization to work within a variety of settings.

The officers participating in the study serve in three different types of settings: corps
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facilities (as pastors and program administrators), Divisional Headquarters and Saint Paul
Area Command (in administrative capacities), and in residential shelter and treatment
programs for adults and youth (in administrative capacities). The managers and
employees participating in the study are employed by the organization to work in a variety

of settings and capacities: social service programs, cofirmunity centers, Divisional
Headquarters and Saint Paul Area Command, residential treatment and shelter progrruns,
corps, camp, and thrift stores.

Table

4I

Officers (N

Survev Particiuants bv Pro sram

:

27)

Corps
Divisional Headquarters/Area Command
Residential Treatment/ Shelter Programs
Managers (I{

t7 (63%)

7 (26%)
3 (l r%)

- 38)

Social Services
Community Centers
Divisional Headquarters/Area C ommand
Residential Treatment/Shelter Programs
Other (Corps, Camp, Thrift Stores)
Employees (N

-

17 (4s.0%)

7 (18 0%)
3 ( 8.0%)
6 (16.0%)

s (13 0%)

42)

Social Services
Community Centers
Divisional Headquarter/Area C ommand
Residential Treatment/Shelter Programs
Other (Corps, Camp, Thrift Stores)

18 (43 .0%)

2(

s 0%)
e (2t o%)
10 (23.0%)
3 ( 7.0%)
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Table 4.2 provides a breakdown of the participants involved in management
related capacities where they are involved directly in the communication and decision
making aspects of the organization. Officers

ile

appointed to their positions by the

organization and may or may not have received formal training to manage the specific
program(s) to which they are appointed. Managers are hired to direct or supervise a
specific department or program. All managers are supervised by officers, as they hold the
highest positions within the organization.

Tahle

4.2

Survev Particioants Involved in Manaqement Activities

22 (37%)
38 (63%)

Officers
Managers

Total

N:

60 (100%)

Table 4.3 describes the breakdown of study participants by the length of time in
years that they have been working for The Salvation Army as officers, managers, or

employees. The information is given by percent in terms of the mean (the average number

ofyears employed), the mode (the number of years worked that appearwith the most
frequency), and the median (the midpoint ormost typical number of years worked). 4lYo

of the officer participants have also been employed by The Salvation Army in a non-officer
employee capacity at some time during their lives, which is not reflected in Table 4.3.
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lorrment in Years

Table 4.3 Lonsevitv of Officershi

Officers Managers

Employees

Mean

t4

9

8

Mode
Median

2A

3

J

16

5

7

Table 4.4 describes the participants by age. Actual numbers and percentages

of

participants are gtven within each age group.

Tahle 4

4

Srrrvev Particinants hv

Officers Managers
Under 20 years old
20 - 29 years old
30 - 39 years old
40 - 49 years old
50 - 59 years old
60 - 69 years old
7A+
Unknown

N-

I

(3%)

(4%)

8

7 {26%)
7 (26%)
6 (22%)

1l

(21%)
(2e%)
(r 8%)

0

t
t

(4%)

7

3(8%)
0

Employees

? (s%)
3 (7%)
e (21%)

I

1

(1e%)
(24%)

0
2 (s%)

0

1 (3%)

|

5 (18%)

7 (18%)

7 (17%)
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38

(2%)
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Table 4.5 provides a breakdown of the study parlicipants by gender. Married
officers both serve in various capacities within the organization, therefore the male and
female totals are closer in number than the other two groups.

3t
Table 4

5

Survev Particinants hv

Male (.N : 37)
Female [N - 70)

Officers Managers
16 (se%)

1l

(38%)

e

{74%)
2e (77%)

Employees

t2

(2e%)

30 {71%)

Table 4.6 provides a breakdown of the race/ethnic groups represented within each

subgroup. The diversity of the employee group is not reflected in the sample.
Approximately 8% of the total personnel, most from the employee subgroup in the
Northern Division, represent diverse ethnic/racial groups. This sample did not draw from
personnel who have worked for The Salvation Army for less than two years, which
reduced the potential of participation from this group. There were seven surveys returned

from African Americarq American Indian, and biracial employees that were not used as
part of the sample due to this reason. Initiatives have been taken to increase the diversity
among Salvation Army personnel. Relatively low wages and specific requirements for
higher education often make it difficult to recruit and retain personnel of color.
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Table

4.6 Studv P articinants hv RacelEthnic Grouo

Officers Managers
African American (N: 6)
American Indian (N: 1)
Caucasian (N - 93)
Asian (N: 1)
Biracial [N : 1)
Hispanic (N - 0)
Unknown (N: 5)

t

(4%)

0

26 (e6%)
0
0

0
0

3 (8%)

|

(3%)

30 (7e%)
0

I

0

(3%)

3 (8%)

Employees

2 (s%)
0

37 (88%)
1 (2%)
0
0

2

(s%)

Table 4.7 provides a breakdown of higher education (degrees obtained beyond

high school) obtained by participants in the three subgroups. The percentages indicate the
amount in each subgroup which have obtained a specific degree. Most officers graduate

from the College for Officers Training, a two-year college which prepares its cadets
(students) for their future work. Following commissioning (graduation) from the College

for Officers Training they become officers and are required to attend annual continuing
education for a given amount of years. The education is provided by the organization

through Olivet Nazarene University in lllinois, by instructors at Olivet University, as well
as qualified

officers. Officers are not required to attend the College for Officers Training

if they applied for officership at age 40 or older. Historically many officers have entered
the College for Officers Training at a young age, after completing high school. This is
illustrated by the fact that the recruitment for officers is handled out of The Salvation

Army's Divisional Youth Departments. Currently,

a trend is emerging where candidates

are older, more educated and have more life experience at the time they enter the College
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for Officers Training. The average age of new officers is now 28 years old. (Marshall,

teez)
Managers are hired to fill administrative positions which often require specific
types of training, degrees or licensing. Some employees are also required to have specific
educational qualifications to fulfill their job related duties. Typically managers and
employees are more likely to have four year college degrees than those in the officer
subgroup.

Table 4.7 Hisher Education Obtained

Survev Particinants

Officers Managers
College for Officers Training
Degree in Process
2 Year College Degree
4 Year College Degree
4 Year + Degree in Process
Graduate Degree

24

Employees

nla

nla

r(4%)

3(8%)

0

6
4

5 (18%)

(899'0)

(?2%)
(15%)

Is

(18%)

2
6

0

s

(3e%)
( 5%)
(16%)

r

8 (4t%)

r

(24%)

l

0

2(4%)

Table 4.8 provides the same information but for the parents of the participants.
This information indicates the educational level obtained by at least one parent
the officers, managers or employees.

of
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Table 4 8 Hisher

rcafion Ohtained hv Parents of Survev P rticinants

Officers Managers
College for Officers Training
2 Year College Degree
4 Year College Degree
Graduate Degree

8(3 lYo )

2( 7% )
4(t 5o/o )
0

2 ( s%)
e (24%)
e (24%)

2(6%)

Employees
0

s (12%)

2(s%)
r(2%)

Table 4.9 provides a breakdown of family history within The Salvation Army in
each of the three subgroups. Officers are the only ones that are required to be members

of

The Salvation Army as a religious denomination, This group has the strongest ties to
family history of more than four generations. However, in each group there is indication
that there is some family history within other subgroups. The data indicates that the
employee subgroup has the next highest involvement after the officers subgroup. This
may be the case because the organization hires professionals from outside the organization

to provide specialized services or manage programs where those services are provided.
As indicated in Table 4.7 the educational level of both the officer and employee subgroups
indicate that they have fewer individuals with four year college degrees or higher from

which to draw upon for the qualifications needed by the organization from the manager
subgroup.

There are several implications for the organizational culture within these findings.
Some Salvation Army officers and employees and/or their families came into the
organieation during atime of financial or emotional need that was met. They have a
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historical, as well as an emotional connection with the mission of The Salvation Army.
Those who have been hired as managers and/or employees share their commitment to the

organization's mission but may not have that historical connection. These individuals may
find themselves as outsiders in the realm of the culture, with the communication and
decision making being significant aspects. Though all are actively involved in the

important work of The Salvation Army, the subgroup with the most historical background
may believe that their commitment to the organization is more valued.
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Table

4.9

Survey Participants Family History within The Salvation Army

percentaeg)

Officers Managers
$-oldiers/Adherpnts
Great Grandparents
Grandparents
Parents
Siblings
Self

Officers
Great Grandparents
Grandparents
Parents
Siblings
Self

.}

Employees

18

J

2

4l

l0

t7

77
66

5

24

t0

l9

100

24

29

1l

-;--

2

26
44
37

J

5

100

5

2
nJa

nla

Non-Officer Employees
Great Grandparents
r1

?

Grandparents
Parents
Siblings

26

I

I

Self

4t

100

I 00

Volunteers
Great Grar:dparents
Grandparents
Parents
Siblings
Self

**

15

5

15

5

4l

13

7

7

41

l0

t7

63

32

36

Salvation Army officers who have been employed by the organization during

a time when they were not officers.

rb.v
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Data was not collected on household income. The income of the officer subgroup
is not comparable to the income of the other groups for the following reasons.

I). As

Salvation Army clergy, officers have their housing and related expenses provided by the
organization, 2). In the case of married couples, both are officers and are paid together,

3). Their income varies depending on the number of minor children in the home,
decreasing as children leave home, 4). Income is determined by the number of years they
have been officers, 5). Unlike managers and employees, officers income is not based on

their specific position(s), responsibilities or level(s) of education, Expectations vary
between officers and managers, as they are required to be on call at all times. If they leave

their community for a vacation, their whereabouts is known by the Divisional Commander.
They are not allowed to have outside income from another source.

Results of the Organizational Character Index
The Organizational Character Index is drawn from Carl Jung's personality type

theory. Jung's believed that human behavior is not random - it follows identifiable
patterns that develop from the structure of the human mind. When the mind is active it is
either taking in information (perceiving) or organizing and prioritizing information to
arrive at decisions fiudglng) Perception may be either sensing or intuition and judgement
by either thinking or feeling. Jung stated that people are born with one of two orientations

- extroversion or introversion. Preferences shape how individuals (and organizations)
interact with the

world.

The Organizational Character Index, completed by participants,
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measured The Salvation Army's character type or preferences in the four areas

of

introversion/extroversion, sensing/intuition, thinking/feeling, and judging/perceiving. It
determined through an inventory of character related qualities that the organization
receives its energy through its inner world (introversion or

"f"), it takes in information by

looking at the actual situations through facts and details (sensing or "S"), makes decisions
by a logical process (thinking or "T"), and it orients itself toward the outside world by
coming to decisions in a clearly defined manner (ludging or
section

"I').

will discuss the characteristics of The Salvation Army

The remainder of this

as an ISTJ organization.

Table 4.9 provides information about how the three sampling units or subgroups
indicated the character type. All three groups were definitive about the ISTJ type. In
most instances the officers measured the four letters of the type the strongest, with the
managers and the employees to

follow. The exception was sensing where the offficers and

employees measured the same percentage, with the managers following with a 2oA

variance. Figures 4.1 through 4.4 illustrate each of the four areas of the character type by
subgroup.
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Table

4.l0

Survey Participants Determination of OrganizaLional Character Type

Officers Managers

Employees

69%
88%
s7%
73%

Sensing

8lYo
88%

Thinking

62yo

Judgrng

88%

Introverted

77yo

90%
59%
64%

Organieations with the ISTJ character type have the following general
characteristics:

lntroverted organizations are inwardly oriented toward their own work, the
dreams of their founder or leaders, and their own culture.
Sensing organizations focus primarily on the present, the details of what
needs to be accomplished given the actuality

of situations.

Thinking organizations have an impersonal process of making decisions,
using principles of consistency, conrpetence and efficiency.
Judgrng organizations prefer to reach firm decisions, defining things clearly
and getting closure on issues. @ridges, 1992)

ISTJ organizations solve problems (in this order) by looking at the facts, applying logic,
considering people, and then looking at the larger picture. (Hirsh 1985) Each character
type has a dominant function (the function that Gomes naturally) and an inferior function
(the function that does not come naturally). In the ISTJ organization, it is sensing that
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comes the most naturally. The characteristics of sensing are the ability to focus on the
present, the details and the actuality of situations. This is illustrated for The Salvation

Army organization in Figure 4.2. The Salvation Army's inferior function is intuition, also
illustrated in Figure 4.2. It is the most challenging for the organization to focus on the

future, the big picture and the possibilities inherent in situations. As Carl Jung explored
the dynamics of psychological type he concluded that human growth as indMduals occur

through developing the inferior function. His theory, and concept of inferior function
apply to organizations as well. Organizations will grow and relate differently to their
consumers and employees as they develop their inferior function (Jung, 1977

& Hirsh,

teez)

Introversion
Introversion as a Salvation Army characteristic is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Introversion describes an organization's orientation, where its reality is centered and
where it receives its energy to carry on its work. When an organization is introverted, it
expresses that through its focus toward its own business, the dreams, or mission of its

leader, or its own culture. The Salvation Army, an organization rich in history, carries out
its work according to a clearly defined mission as expressed by William Booth in In
Darkest England and the Way Out, in 1890. Although the organieation has expanded

world wide, the hierarchical order has changed little over the years. The Salvation Army
is still focused on its mission and provides services regardless of any competition.
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The study participants indicated through the results of the survey that The
Salvation Army pays attention to what it knows how to do best" Decisions are made
based on the values and beliefs of the organization rather than what is popular in the

community. The Salvation Army has always provided services to those who have had no
where else to turn, even when that has not been popular. It is that sense of mission and

identity that has made The Salvation Army strong and identifiable to the community. It is
driven by the needs in the community but also by what it is functionally able to provide.

Information is carefully processed and assessed. These are internal, introverted qualities
that have made The Salvation Army what it is today.
For the past sixty

yea^rs

The Sahation Army has depended on professional

employees to provide social senrices within the religious and social context of the

organization. The survey indicates that all participants believe that the inner strength

of

the organization is positive, they indicate that communication and collaboration with its

own personnel and the community is lacking. It is unclear to many in the organization
how decisions

a^re

made. The inner strength is perceived at times as secretive, with

decisions being made by a select group.
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In

trov e rs io'nlE xtrov e rs io n

lntroverted 76%

Extroverted 24'{o

Figure 4.1
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Sensins
Sensing is the way in which The Salvation Army takes in information. Figure 4.2

indicates the results that show that the organization is sensing. It is more concerned with
the here and now than with the big picture of a situation. It is for this reason that the
organization is beffer at delivering services that worh and making its decisions based on
actualities of the present. The organization is practical, reliable and dependable. The
Salvation Army can be counted on to be there in a time of crisis or ongoing need. It is
solid, trustworthy and accountable. Organizational changes are more likely to be
incremental steps to improve something that has been found to be successful. Sensing is
the organization's dominant functiorr, the aspect of its character type that is the strongest.
The opposite of sensing is intuition, the inferior function of The Salvation Army
The organization rarely makes drastic changes in one leap or begins activities that are
outside of the realm of the tried and true. Because the intuitive characteristic is an area
weakness, the organization finds

it difficult to look past the actuality of situations to see

the big picture. Visioning for the future is often a challengng task for a sensing
organization.

of
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Sensi ngll'ntuition

Sensing 89%

@l

Figure 4.2
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Thinkins

-

As a thinking organization, The Salvation Army depends on logic and impersonal

decision making procedures to reach its decisions. Figure 4.3 indicates the degree to

which The Salvation Army is thinking. The thinking aspect of the organization values the
efficient systems by which it operates. Decisions are most often made by following
general principles and by being a structure-based organization. The study participants

indicated that the organization puts efficiency and getting the job done as a priority over

individual personnel and their needs. Doing the work by following policies and
procedures is valued above the individual doing the work. Because The Salvation Army
also reaches conclusions based on its values and beliefs and provides compassionate
services to many people in its work,

participants.

it was perceived

as feeling by many of the study
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Th,in k inglFeelin g

Thinlting 5S7o

Feeling 41%

Figure 4.3
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:Judqins
The Salvation Army as a judging organization finds its strength in its clarity about its
mission, and procedures in its day to day work. Figure 4.4 illustrates the degree to which

judging was indicated by the survey participants. It is organized in what it does and keeps
track of matters in a written format. When it is faced with a decision it chooses to make
decisions quickly and move on with business. However, in the organization's need for

details, its process at times delays the decision making process overall.
As the organization seeks to have closure on issues, it may miss out on

opportunities to dialogue creatively about issues concerning its organizational life. By
flexibly involving those who are not normally invited to the decision making table, such as
some officers and non-officer personnel, as well as those from outside the organizations,

there are opportunities to communicate about the implications of the work and the

opportunities for the future.
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Judging 74Vo

Perceiving 26%

Figure 4.4
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Demographic Information of the Interview Participants
Interviews were conducted with nine Salvation Army personnel, representing the
three sampling units. The participants chosen were from a variety of settings, a longevity

of service, age, gender, race/ethnicity, educational background and family history.
Commonalities include working for the organization more than two years, having had
adequate opportunities to he impacted by the culture and character type, and

demonstrating a commitment to the mission of the organization. The average longevity

of

officership and employment is illustrated in table 4.11. The time in years that officers
have served also indicates employment they may have had outside of officership.

Table 4. 1 1 &terview

P

articipant s : Longevity,pf Offi cership/EmploymeUt

Offficers Managers
Mean (in

years)

1

8

13

EmPloyees
7

Interview Results
The results from the interviews are presented in terms of common themes
expressed by those who were interviewed. Themes regarding communication and decision

making were expressed by individuals regardless of their subgroup, indicating that those
issues of organizational character type impact personnel at all levels. In the following
summary of interview results, themes are matched with the relevant aspect oftype.
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Themes.&:lating to Orientationj_o Mission and Culture
Those with family backgrounds in the organization have been involved in the

culture from a perspective of life experience. A deep sense of mission and loyatty result

from that personal history. As reflected in Table 4.12 organizational culture and mission
were learned through corps programs for those who have had family background in
Salvation Army programs, at the College for Officers Training for officers, and during
interviews and stafforientation for most managers and employees. Some participants said
that they thought that assumptions are made that personnel know more about the
organization as a whole than they actually do. In these instances' personnel have learned
the culture by experiencing it and asking questions.

Tshle 4

1?.

on to Crrltrrre end Mission

Officers Managers
Deep sense of mission
related to personal history

3

I

Corps programs as youth

3

I

Corps progrErms as adult
College for Officers Training

Employees

1

3

Formal Employee Orientation

2

I

No Formal Orientation

1

1
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Themes Related to Introversion Preference [Takes cues and draws power from within, is fairly
closed to the extemal worldl

Participants indicated that there is often a lack of involvement from the
organizational leadership with the local community. Sometimes the input of the
community is sought and then overlooked when a final decision is made about a program,
creating the perception that the organization is self-serving.
Educational backgrounds often vary between officers and managers. The College

for Officers Training provides cadets (students) with educational training on how to be
pastors, but not as effectively on human relations and working in a team approach with the
community and other personnel. When officers are unable to work in a team approactr,
decisions may be made in isolation from those on the outside. Outsiders may also include
managers and employees who are non-officers, as well as other organizations in the

community.
Participants indicated that they would like the opportunity to speak directly with
an individual regardless of their position or rank (while keeping others informed) rather

than always having to go through the chain of command. All stated that their style

of

communication is more personal and direct than the organizational style. They understand
the organizational style and have adapted to it, but would prefer a more direct, face to face
approach.

Most participants have experienced decisions being made about their jobs or
facilities at a higher level without their

input. To leave them out of the decision making

process may mean that decisions are made without having complete information.

5?

Participants receive written information about policies and procedures that affect
atl personnel. Due to the number of individuals involved

it is necessary to communicate in

this way. However, most would prefer to communicate about other issues face to face or
by talking on the phone. Written communication to follow up those conversations is
acceptable, but not to replace the personal contact.
Some programs involve employees in a team approach of program development
and coordination. When possible, decisions are made in a consensus type of model which

promotes ownership of all personnel involved. This approach to communication and
planning seemed to be the exception.

&e.laes.Belated-to SensingP-ref-erence [Concerns itself with actualities, attends to details]
Participants indicated that the decision making structure provides numerous
opportunities to be sure that decisions are made thoroughly. Trust has been instilled in the
community and with funding sources because decisions are not made without thorough

examination. Policies and procedures are well planned and communicated, however there
is not much discussion about the organization's visiorq goals, and the reasons for its
existence.

Decision making is often cumbersome due to the various levels of the decision
making process. It would be preferable if decisions were made at level that is closer to the
program af[ected. This is especially the case as it relates to contracts and collaborations

with other organizations. The Salvation Army risks losing credibility and appearing out of
touch with the local community when decisions take too long. Decisions made at the
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territorial level are far removed from the local level and take too long to process

Themes Related to Thinking Preference Bffrcient, depending on impersonal procedrues and
principlesl

Decisions are sometimes made without involving the individual(s) affected
Participants expressed that when given the opportunity to voice their opinion about a
decision they were listened to and sometimes the decision was reconsidered.

It would

be

preferable to be involved prior to a decision being made. The extent to which personnel
are involved in decisions relating to their jobs depends on the style of their program

director. Policies

are not always applied to everyone equally and there are

inconsistencies. For example, exceptions are made for some that are not made for others
when policies, procedures and position statements are not being adhered to.
Communication is authoritarian from the top down, with a clear hierarchical order
There are not enough opportunities to communicate about organizational issues including
decisions relating to particular jobs or programs with those ultimately in charge. Those

making the decisions are not as informed about the programs and the community as those
aetually involved with the particular programs. It appears that efficiency overrides the
human involvement of personnel, when gathering information to make a decision.

Positive changes have occurred in the way the organization communicates with

officers regarding moves and other decisions. Although still autocratic, decisions are
made more often in conjunction with their

input. Improvements have been made in

communicating with officer couples about decisions concerning their career and ministry.
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However, there is still room for improvement in matching men and women officers with
positions that use their talents appropriately. Changes in officer leadership causes some
anxiety because each leader has a personal style of how much involvement in the areas

of

communication and decision making they will allow in those they manage.
Participants indicated that as long as procedures are followed there is not much
attention given to the job being done by personnel. More attention could be given to the
personal aspect of work by recognizing accomplishments, taking the time and interest to

find out what individuals do in their jobs and what they need to be more effective and/or
challenged.

Themes Related to Judging Preference pikes things spelled out, definite.

seeks closureJ

Decisions are periodically made without considering the big picture. Participants
expressed the value of receiving various perspectives and keeping the decision making
process open until a big picture, as well as the details are considered.

Summary
Survey participants from three sampling units or subgroups agreed that The
Salvation Army has an organizational charaeter type of ISTJ, meaning that it is

introverted, sensing, thinking and judging. Participants determined the type by indicating

specific characteristics by which the organization relates to the outside world and how it
communicates and makes decisions. They acknowledged the strengths of the organization
by indicating that it has a strong sense of mission and identity and it is trusted by the
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community due to its accountability and attention to detail. Limitations acknowledged
through the survey named characteristics by which it was found that the organization's
communication and involvement with its personnel and the community is inadequate, that

it

has

difficulty seeing the big picture in actual situations, and that the process of decision

making is seen as hidden.
Findings of the survey were augmented by the results of interviews with 9
personnel, representing the survey sample. Those interviewed were from the same

programs, genders, ages, educational backgrounds and family history within The Salvation

Army that were represented through the survey. Responses to questions about The
Salvation Army's mission, communication and decision making indicated through major
themes that the organization has the strengths and limitations as were found in the results

in the survey. Responses in the surveys and interviews were consistent despite the variety

of demographic variations.
The research statement indicated that the organizational charscter type of Ihe
Salvation

Ar*y

indicates ifs capacity to involve its personnel in the organization's

communication and decision making processes. The assumption was made that The
Salvation Army type is

ISTJ. An introverted,

sensing, thinking and judging organization

is focused internally and is lacking in openness to those on the outside (including possibly

those within the organization who are perceived as outsiders). They do not tend to

involve a broader group of individuals in communication and decision making because it
may challenge the way things have historically been done, limit efficiency, and keep
issues open for an extended time period. The ISTJ organization needs to work at its
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capacity to involve its personnel in communication and decision making, because it does

not come naturally for them to do so.
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Chapter Five
Discussion and Recommendations

Overview
The Salvation Army has a unique culture and character type as an organization. In
this final chapter the organization will be viewed from the perspective of its life cycle.

Information from the surveys and interviews will be restated in terms of The Salvation

Army's strengths and limitations as an ISTJ organization. In closing, recorrmendations

will be given by which organizational communication and decision making can be made
more effective.

Character Type From the Perspective of Organizational Life Cycle
Bailey

& Grochau (1993) explored the organizational life

cycle from a nonprofit,

social service perspective and grve the stages of development. Creating and planning for a
new organization occurs during the entrepreneurship stage where the dominant value is

innovation and risk taking. At the end of this stage is the realization that a shared sense of
responsibility needs to occur with personnel. It is followed by the team-building stage
where the organization expands, develops more programs and increases resources. The
dominant value is shared creativity, Toward the end of this stage there is a need for the
organization to control the activities involved in the operation because growth and
expansion begin to overwhelm the organization. The third stage which follows is that

of
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bureaucracy where tasks, roles and procedures are defined and activities are coordinated.
The organization becomes systematic but as a result a reduced sense of purpose and
maintaining the status-quo is experienced. It is at this point that the organization makes
decisions which affect its

future. Future

stages include either death or renewal.

If the

organization chooses to remain viable, it will choose renewal and put its energy into reevaluating its mission and programs. Effective steps toward renewal result in the
characteristics that launched the organization at its inception, and a historical perspective

from which it has learned many valuable lessons. (Bailey & Grouchau, 1993)
There is somethirg introverted about the first stages in which an idea initiates a
new group or organization. (Bridges, 1992) As William Booth pondered his conviction he
eventually left his ministry with the Wesleyan Church to minister to the needy of London.
The ideas and resulting actions took on an entrepreneurial, extroverted approach. As the
Christian Movement moved out into the world, it encountered resistence, but it moved

forward with a vision, holding public street meetings and providing for the needs of

people. Services and progrtrms increased with the recruitment of many individuals into the
organization, thus becoming a growing team of people who assisted in the

work. The

founder was able for a time to make decisions intuitively about how to handle situations
and organize the ranks. However, as the organization grew and numerous individuals
became involved,

it was necessary to develop policies, procedures and a system of

accountability by which to operate. A bureaucracy began to emerge and the sensing
character type became dominant. There were internal struggles as officers branched out to

provide leadership in other countries. Decisions were made about whether the
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organization in America would he allowed to develop a national headquarters to have as
its base of accountability. Eventually that occurred, but onty after there was a fracture in
the organization over who was in control. In America, The Salvation Army grew with the

country, meeting the needs during war and the Great Depression. Professionals were
hired to meet emerging social needs and requirements for specialists. The Christian
organization became a leader in providing social services in the United States. It exists

today as an organization that is still committed to its original mission and is maintaining
the status-quo. The Salvation Army today is at a point in its life cycle where it will
eventually have to choose whether to become stagnant, die out as a vital organization or
become renewed

The Salvation Army, as an ISTJ organization. has preferences inherent in its type

which depicts how it interacts with the world, how it communicates with its personnel and
the community, and how it makes decisions. Renewal for this type of organization
involves a renewed vision brought on through examining future trends and how change

will occur to meet those needs. Wisdom to develop to

a greater degree the aspects

of

personality that do not come naturally will inspire growth and openness to new ideas and

vision. (Jung, 1977) Officers and other personnel have different expectations of their

work environment today than they had even 20 years ago. They desire and expect to be
involved in the organizational life. Utilizing various approaches and involving a wide
variety of people will enhance The Salvation Army's ability to successfully look toward
the future.
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Peruon - Organization

Fit

Person-organization fit reflects the congruence between the norrns and values of an
organization and those of

employed in organizations. (Chatman, 1989) Research

has indicated that people have

known values of the
cause$ people

Working within an environment that shares their values

to perform at

assessing how the behaviors

tendency to choose their work situations according to the

best. There are many variables that come into play when

of

interact with the characteristics and behaviors

as organizations. There is evidence that people have the ability

to change situations within

their work environment, but there has been relatively little research which has considered
the impact of organizational behavior as it relates to tJre impact on employees. (Oswick,
Mahoney

& Stein,

199a)

Within the organizational setting of The Salvation Army the congruence of the
organization and the people employed there is apparent. This is illustrated by reviewing
the 3 subgroups involved in the study. The longevity with the organization (Table 4.3)
may be an indicator that officers share the highest level of congruence by the length

of

time they have been with the organization in an officer capacity. This is followed by the

longevity of managers, and then by employees. Officers have the most history of family
involvement with the organizatioq followed by employees, and then managers. (Table 4.9)

For those who have a family history with the organization the socialization

of norms and

values was imparted at various levels training. For some this involvement goes back four

generations. The socialization process has been the most thorough with the group that
holds the power within the organizatiorq the officers. The character type of ISTJ, as

6l
integrated into the norms and values of the organization has been taught to officers,
managers, and employees at the various levels of socialization. As stated in the literature

review it is through the socialization process that individuals come to know and
understand what is valued, what behaviors are expected, and what knowledge is needed in

order to assume membership and a vital role within the organization. (Chatman, 1989)
various levels of socialization exist within the organization, there will be various levels

If

of

knowledge and understanding between the subgroups about the values, norms and
expectations. In an organization which has an introverted character type it may be difficult

for those hired from the "outside" to be socialized in the same a manner or to be perceived
as having the strme commitment to the organization.

In examirring person-organization

fit,

the concept of alignment-fit must also be

considered. Alignment-fit occurs when there are "two or more entities being similar,
congruent, or related in some significant w&y, but not necessarily identical in nature"

within an organization. (Bailey & Grouchau I gg3,

p 26)

In The Salvation Army, the

alignment-fit pertains to the relationship of corps officers and non-officer personnel who
observe the same missioq but have distinctive roles in the organization. (Herndon, 1995;

Muller, 1992; Green, 1986) The cutture ofthe organization and its assumptions about the
roles of officers and non-officers determine the degree to which those gloups
cooperatively coexist within the organization. So, in this case it is not only the personorganization fit but also the alignment-fit between groups? which impacts the way to

which the culture may be perceived and impacted by each group. Managers and
employees who do not have a family history within The Salvation Army may have chosen

6?

the organization because they have shared values or else adopt the values that are
rewarded by those in power. If they do not initially share the same values they may decide

to align themselves with the values of the organization

if

the leader is perceived to be

competent and respected. A high degree of person-organization fit will more likely result
in behaviors that are above the normal expectations of the job. Those who do not have
congruence with the organization

will likely experience isolation and eventually leave the

organization. In the interviews conducted, several individuals sonveyed that they knew
and understood the organization but personally preferred another style of communication
and decision making. In these instances' congruence may be viewed as understanding and

compliance in an effort to adapt and fit into the organizational context.

Social ldentity in the Organization
According to social identity theory the ability to identify with an organization
affects the person-organization fit, resulting in the degree to which an individual is
satisfied and the organization is effective. Through the identification process individuals

not only classify others into social categories, but also define themselves within that

context. Individuals identify with the organization if they perceive that they are linked
with the destiny of the organization. (Ashford & Mael, 1989) Important to the
development of social identity is the perception of being one with the organization. This is

particularly pertinent to the study of organizational culture and character type within The
Salvation Army because of the highly defined distinction between subgroups.
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The Salvation Army clearly categorizes people in the organization. This is the case

with officers and employees (including managers and other employees) who receive
compensation for their roles in the organization. Organizational culture is evidenced by
symbolic interaction, a.mong other characteristics. Officers are categorized and visibly
recognized by their uniforms, how they are addressed by their rank, their positions

of

responsibility and power, and their link to communication and decision making processes

within the organization. Managers and employees are known within the organization as
"employees," they are generally called by their first names and are not distinguished by

their clothing. They vary in their levels of responsibility but will never be appointed to a
position that is comparable to that of an officer in terms of power and connection to
organizational communication and deeision making. Within the groups there is

stratification depending on the length of time with the organization, i.e., rank for officers,
and position for managers and employees (depending on educational background and
experience).

The character type of the organization manifests itself through the hierarchical
structure in various ways, impacting the extent to which each subgroup is able to identify

with the organization. Socialization determines how well the individual is able to
understand and fit within the organization. This includes knowing the language, jargon
and symbols that are a part of the culture. Officers are likely to identify themselves as the

most committed group within the organization because of family history and formalized
officers training. They may perceive the managers and employees who are involved as
soldiers, adherents and/or have a family history, to be more committed than others in the
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employee subgroup. The willingness of those individuals to sign the Articles of War,

joining the denominational membership and being involved in the organization as a life
style, rather than solely a job, also confirms to them their commitment.
Managers and employees are employed by The Salvation Army to fulfill a position
in various capacities. In many cases the individuals in these groups have educational
background or training to fill positions requiring specialization and licensure. Individuals
in these groups identift with the organization's mission and values as reflected by their

longevity of employment. However? many managers and employees identifu with other
groups as well, such as professional groups with a code of ethics and other requirements.
They also identify with their own religious affiliation and family history. Those in the
community, outside the realm of The Salvation Army, most often recognize it for its social
service related ministries and activities, rather than the denominational beliefs and

activities. This knowledge strengthens the identity that non-officers and non-Salvationist
employees have regarding their role in the organization.

The ISTJ character type expresses itself in the organizational hierarchy through
various means. Introversion is expressed through the dreams of the founder and its focus
on the mission and established culture. Because

it is focused inward for its energy, those

in positions of power are not as likely to look outside of their subgroup for involvement of

others. The sensing characteristic manifests itself through practical, reliable and
dependable works as they are perceived in actual situations. Those in positions where the
decisions are made are not as likely to look for help in seeing a broader picture. The

thinking characteristic causes organizational business to be condusted logically and
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efficiently by those given the decision making capability. Lastly, judging prefers structure
and a closed end time frame for decision making. In all aspects the culture and character

type reinforces the hierarchical structure of the organization. This may explain the
tendency and preference of the organization to hire those from within the denominational
ranks to fill job positions. Those individuals are already socialized within the organization

itself and can fulfill job responsibilities with less training and orientation. Although as
reflected in the interviews conducted, it is often assumed that individuals know more
about the organization and its various components than they actually do. While
individuals within the denominational membership identify with the social service part

of

the organization's mission, they have often have little involvement in that part ofthe
organization.

Organizational Strengths and Limitations
Stren$hs
The Salvation Army is involved in providing numerous services in our community.
The organization does business in a cautious and accountable manner. Because of the
overall preference to be introverted, the community knows more about The Salvation

Army by its symbols, such as kettles, bell-ringers, and the officers uniforms, than by the
services

it provides. Issues of an organizational nature are handled internally. As the

findings of the research study indicate, the officers, managers and employees of The
Salvation Army recognize the strengths of the organization. As demonstrated by the
demographics of the survey and of those interviewed there is a longevity of service in all
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groups. This fact may be indicative that there is congruence. Personnel either are similar
in type to the organization, or have adapted to the degree that they have remained because

their personal values match that of the organization's rnission.

Limitations
In terms of communication and decision making the personnel of The Salvation

Army disclosed that they see the organization as relatively closed to outsiders, preferring
to deal with issues internally. Outsiders in this case may refer to other community entities,
and subgroups within the organization who are outside the bounds of being included in
decisions including their jobs.

The ISTJ type has limitations inherent in the inferior function of intuition. Seeing
the big picture is difficult for them. There are individuals within the organization who
have intuition characteristic as their dominant function. The organization needs to actively
seek out its officers, managers and employees who are strong in this regard and invite their

active participation in dialogue and visioning.

Also, inherent in the ISTJ organization are its reactions to transition and stress in
unusual crisis situations. When an ISTJ organization is working at its capacity and open

to the input of those with other types it will be discer.ring about the facts upon which it
makes its decisions.

It will

base its decisions upon what has worked in the past,

remembering what worked and what did not. It will be reflective, but also communicate
verbally with its personnel and the community, realizing that it needs the big picture as

well as seeing the actual situation that is occurring. It will attempt when possible to make
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decisions hased on a variety of perspectives and experience.

During times of transition, as well as when experiencing other times of stress, the
ISTJ organization may get offtrack by losing its focus, becoming fixated on minute
details, looking for excuses to not be involved in certain activities, lacking structure and
becoming paralyzed by not taking action when it is appropriate to do so. (Barger and

Kirby, 1995). Like other organizations The Salvation Army will experience times when
transition and stress due to crisis occurs. Becoming aware of these symptoms will help
the organization understand and deal with its reactions, and get assistance when necessary

to work through it.

Recommendations
Involvement of Stakeholders
The first recommendation is that The Salvation Army distinguish its personnel and
the outside community as viable stakeholders to its future as a Christian Movement. The
Salvation Army as an organization receives funding from the United Way, the
govemment, and other funding agents. It has developed social service goals which include
outcomes, by which it demonstrates its effectiveness to its funders. As is the case with
most organizations today there is an acknowledgment that it relies on the resources of the
community to provide services, and by demonstrating its effectiveness it maintains

credibility. This approach is an example of the organization being involved with its
stakeholders, or using the stakeholder approach in given situations. (Bedeian & Zammuto,
I

991) Its formalized structure of authority and power, with its rules and regulations
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(Morgan, 1986) has given The Salvation Army the ability to survive as an organization for
more than 133 years. However, The Salvation Army, in order to stay viable in the future
must see its personnel, board members, coflrmunity members and other entities as valuable
stakeholders in planning for the

future. Building relationships with stakeholders will be

accomplished by dialoguing and actively involving them on various levels of decision

making

Opg$ness to Innovation

The second recommendation is that The Salvation Army realize that as a sensing
organization it needs to strengthen its inferior function of intuition, by inviting those with
strengths in this area to the discussion table regarding future
discusses

planning. Weinbach

the characteristics of healthy and unhealthy organizations. He specifies that

"Organization structure, procedures, and policies are fashioned to help people get the job
done and to protect the long term health of the organization. There is a sense of order,
and yet a high rate of innovation. OId methods are questioned and often give way."

(Weinbach, 1994,p.270). Healthy organizations use their structure to get

a

job

accomplished in an organized manner, but are willing to look the way it does business to
be sure that new ideas and vision are incorporated into its future.

C

ommuni catioE. and

C

oune--ctedngss

The third recommendation for the organization is to actively look for ways to build

positive relationships and trust between officers and non-officers, realizing that without
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both groups the organization could not function as it does today. In their workshop at
The Salvation Army National Social Services Conference in Philadelphia, Lt. Colonel
Gary Herndon and James Muller (1995) stated six aspects of teamwork that are needed

within The Salvation Army's organizational context. Two of those statements pertain to
relationships between officers and non-officers, as they are called to work together. They
state that there is a need for connectedness. "Positive relationships between officers and

non-officers are essential, especially at leadership levels," ard a need for confidence.
"Teammates, both officers and non-officers, must have trust and confidence in each

other." (Herndon & Muller, 1995, p.5) Communication among all subgroups, inclusion in
planning and decision making, with equality between officers and non-ofEcer personnel,

will instill trust and confidence for all to work together to strengthen the work of The
Salvation Army.

Summary
The study of the Salvation Army's organizational culture and character type was
the basis of this research study. The purpose ofthe study was twofold: 1). To explore the
organizational culture and character type of the organization, and 2). To examine the
relationships of the organization and its personnel by considering its strengths, and making
suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of

the communication

and decision making

practices. The hypothesis that the character type of The Salvation Army is an introverted,
sensing, thinking and judging (ISTJ) organization was proven as the results of the study

indicated. The data collected through the organizational survey and interviews provided
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the quantitative and qualitative data needed to affirm the strengths of the organization and
the opportunities to increase effectiveness were given as recommendations.
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Chapter Six
Recommendations for Future Research

0vemiew
This study researched the organizational character type of The Salvation Army as a
component of its organizational culture. Findings indicated that The Salvation Army is an

introverted, sensing, thinking and judging organization. This research has only begun to
tap the information available to assist The Salvation Army in understanding itself as an

organization. Future research is encouraged to determine additional facets of the
organizational components. The topics to follow represent research projects which would
augment the work of this study.

Magnitude Measurement
Data is available to determine the degree to which The Salvation Army is an ISTJ

organization. Each of the letters given has an opposing pair. There is a range of how
strongly the preference is for each given letter. For instance to what intensity is the
organization introverted, sensing, thinking and judging. The Organizational Character

Index demonstrated the percentage of Salvation Army personnel that thought that the
organization is introverted versus extroverted. However, it is possible to calculate, using

the scores of the participants, to what extent the organization is introverted. If the scores
are extreme then it

will be more difficult to develop the skills inherent in extroversion,

such as developing relationships and openness to those who are outsiders. Salvation
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Army personnel will continue to experience exclusion in the communication and decision
making regarding organizational issues unless The Salvation Army makes changes in how
those areas of business are conducted. However, if the scores on introversion are lower,
this may indicate that the organization will be more adaptable to incorporating extroverted
behaviors into its organizational life and culture. This is the strme with the scores
sensing (vs. intuition), thinking (vs. feeling), and judging (vs. perceiving).

of

I predict that

the magnitude of the four type preferences will reflect the same percentage of personnel

that indicated that the organization is ISTJ. This will only be determined upon further
study.

Person - 0rganization Fit
The issue of congruence or

"fit" between The Salvation Army's

character type,

and other components of the organizational culture and have yet to be fully explored. As
discussed in chapter five congruence has a great deal to do with how individuals choose

where they will work, and how organizations choose who will work for them. Values,

work styles, mission, personality types are all examples of whether or not individuals
choose to work for an organization and how long they

will stay. This study indicated that

there is a link between the socialization of officers which causes them to stay longer in the
organization than the other two groups. However, of those participating in the study
there was an average officership of fourteen year$, an average employment of managers
nine years and an average employment of other employees of eight years. This may

indicate that of those participating in the study there is congruence in at least some

of

IJ
significant areas of importance. Areas to be explored further may include: the Myers-

Briggs Type of individual officers and employees to see how closely they compare to that
of the organization; personal values and mission; and religious values and positions on
social issues.

Replication of Organizational Character Index
This study was conducted in the Northern Division of The Salvation Army's
Central Territory, which comprised the geographic jurisdiction of Minnesota and North

Dakota. To determine whether or not The Salvation Army is an ISTJ organization overall

will take additional research in other divisions within the Central Territory, and in other
territories nationally, and possibly even on an international level. There are several
variables that may be addressed in terms of organizational character

type. Those variables

include, but are not limited to, cultural differences, educational levels of top leadership,
leadership style, personality types of organizational leaders, and the curriculum of the
College for Officers Training.

College for Officers Training Curriculum
Research of the College

for Officers Training curriculum will examine the extent to

which officers are trained in the skills which are expected of them in future appointments.
Areas of interest expressed through the qualitative study are those which impact the
communication and decision making processes in the organization. Those include but are

not limited to the capacity to work with the outside community, managers and employees
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within the corps, institution, or administrative office where they are appointed. In
addition
to what degree are they trained to include those individuals or groups in the dialogue

of

what is needed from the organization in current and future planning and services. This
research may include a recommendation for a longevity study project to
be conducted in

which one territory expands its College curriculum to include additional studies in the
areas in which the organization currently has limitations.

Summary
In conclusion, the study of The Salvation Army's character type has opened the
door for future research. Examining the strengths and limitations inherent in the
organizational character type may spur another researcher to examine other facets
organizational

life. The Salvation Army's

challenge to rnove into

the next

stage

of

of

organizational life as a viable Christian movement is dependent on its ability
to grow and
change to meet current and emerging challenges.

7s
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Appendix D

The Sdvetion Army (TSA) Northern Ilivision
Thesis Research Intemiew Guide
Purpose of Intemiew: To augment the results of the quantitative surueys using a qualitative
method. The results of the Organizational Character Index indicated that TSA is ISTJ.

Orientation to the Culture aud Mssion

1. Describe

the ways in which you were oriented to TSA and its mission when you were a new
officer/employee.

Perceptionq ofthe Organi'ational Style of Communication

2a. Describe TSA organizational style of communication.

2b. To what extent does the organizational sryle of communication fit with your own personal
style?

2c. In what way does the organizational style of communication impact how you function in your
job?

Perceptionp qf the. OJgqsizational Style ofDecision Making

3a. What is your perception of how decisions are made h TSA?

3b. Do you feel that you have been included in a decision that affected your job? Give an
orample.

3c. How does TSA inform you of decisions being made that affect you or your program?

3d. Is this satisfactory to you or would you prefer to be informed and/or involved in another
way?

4a. Are there policies that have been initiated at TSA that you haven't agreed with?

4b. Have you taken steps to make

5.

a policy change?

If yes, what

Were there any barriers? If yes, what were they?

was the result?
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